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Abstract

A

This is our 2nd -place solution for the ECCV 2022 Multiple People Tracking in Group Dance Challenge. Our
method mainly includes two steps: online short-term tracking using our Cascaded Buffer-IoU (C-BIoU) Tracker, and,
offline long-term tracking using appearance feature and hierarchical clustering. Our C-BIoU tracker adds buffers to
expand the matching space of detections and tracks, which
mitigates the effect of irregular motions in two aspects:
one is to directly match identical but non-overlapping detections and tracks in adjacent frames, and the other is to
compensate for the motion estimation bias in the matching
space. In addition, to reduce the risk of overexpansion of
the matching space, cascaded matching is employed: first
matching alive tracks and detections with a small buffer,
and then matching unmatched tracks and detections with a
large buffer. After using our C-BIoU for online tracking, we
applied the offline refinement introduced by ReMOTS [12].
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1. Introduction
Although MOT studies have been greatly developed [2,
11, 13, 6], a new challenge has recently attracted attention:
unlike conventional MOT tasks that contain objects with
distinct appearances and regular motions, MOT tasks that
cover animals, group dancers, and sports players, may have
indistinguishable appearances and irregular motions, which
could cause existing MOT methods to fail. In particular,
several MOT methods [2, 11, 13, 3] that perform well on
MOT17 [8], may experience a significant performance drop
on the DanceTrack [10].
We presume that tracking failures are caused by two reasons: (i) The detections and tracks of identical objects do
not overlap between adjacent frames (e.g., due to the fast
movement) and thus the tracking fails; (ii) After track initialization, unmatched tracks (e.g., occluded objects) continue to update their geometric features for multiple frames,
however, if their motion estimations are inaccurate (e.g.,
due to a sudden acceleration or turning), they miss the
matching opportunity when corresponding detections are

Original Box and Buffered Box share the same center
Original Box Height and Width: w, h
Buffered Box Height and Width: bw, bh
=

Figure 1: Illustration of how Buffered IoU (BIoU) is calculated. Our BIoU adds a buffer that is proportional to the original
bounding box. It does not change the location center, scale ratio,
and shape of the original bounding boxes but expands the original
matching space.

available in subsequent frames. When the appearance of
objects can be distinguished, appearance features could
be employed to alleviate issues (i) and (ii), by matching
cross-frame detections based on their appearance similarities. Nonetheless, when irregular motions are accompanied
by indistinguishable appearances, most existing MOT solutions may not be able to perform a dependable tracking, so
a new solution is desirable.
In this study, we propose a Cascaded-Buffered Intersection over Union (C-BIoU) tracker to track multiple objects
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that are proportional to the original detections and tracks
for calculating the IoU. Our BIoU retains the same location
centers, scale ratios, and shapes of the original detections
and tracks, but it expands the matching space to measure
the geometric consistency. Let o = (x, y, w, h) denote an
original detection and (x, y, w, h) be the top-left coordinate,
width, and height of the detection, respectively. Suppose
that the buffer scale is b, we have the buffered detection
as ob = (x − bw, y − bh, w + bw, h + bh). To approach
our cascaded matching, we apply grid research [1] to find
the best combination of two buffer scales b1 and b2 on the
training set, and then apply them to the validation set and
test set. Since we have b1 < b2 , when we search for the
combination of b1 and b2 within a certain range, the number
of combinations is limited. Considering that the speed of
our C-BIoU is fast, the grid search takes an acceptable time.

IoU = 0
BIoU > 0

Figure 3: An illustration of BIoU forms better cross-frame geometric consistency than IoU. The bounding box of an identical
object shares the same color. The magenta object has no overlapping detections between adjacent frames. Whether this is caused
by the fast movement or incorrect motion estimation, our BIoU
expands the matching space to reduce the miss matching.

Our C-BIoU tracker (Fig. 2) follows the tracking-bydetection paradigm—the object detector and MOT framework are separately designed. Given a video, we applied
YOLOX [4] trained by OC-SORT [3] to generate bounding boxes at each frame. We tried input sizes of [800, 1440]
and [960, 1728]. Our C-BIoU tracker then takes detected
bounding boxes as inputs to produce tracking results. Such
a pipeline provides great flexibility to apply our C-BIoU
tracker on arbitrary detections.

2.1.2 Simple Motion Estimation
Unlike most MOT methods [2, 11, 13] that apply the
Kalman filter [5] for state estimation, we simply average motions of recent frames to quickly respond to unpredictable motion changes. At frame t, suppose that a track
has matched detections for more than n frames, after ∆
unmatched frames,
s can be represented as
Ptits track state
i
i−1
st+∆ = ot + ∆
(o
−
o
). The matched dei=t−n+1
n
tections between frame t − n to t are used to calculate motions and the average motion is applied to update the track
state. We set 2 ≤ n ≤ 5 by default in our experiments.
The IoU score of buffered st+∆
and oi+∆
is used for data
b
b
association at the frame t + ∆. Due to the simplicity of
our approach, the overall tracking speed is increased for our
C-BIoU tracker.

2.1.1 Buffered IoU
The Buffered IoU (BIoU) is our main contribution in this
work. As shown in Fig. 1, the BIoU simply adds buffers

2.1.3 Track Management
In an MOT framework, the function of track management
is to decide how and when to initialize, update and termi-

that have irregular motions and indistinguishable appearances.

2. Method
2.1. Detection of C-BIoU Tracker
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Table 1: Result details of our method in the ECCV 2022 Group Dance Challenge. Using non maximum suppression (NMS), we
merged detections generated by two input scales. The data rendered in Bold indicate the best results.
Tracker

Detector

C-BIoU (Online)
C-BIoU (Online)
C-BIoU (Online) + ReMOTS (Offline Refinement)

YOLOX-X [800, 1440]
Merged YOLOX-X [800, 1440] and [960, 1728]
Merged YOLOX-X [800, 1440] and [960, 1728]

HOTA↑

DetA↑

AssA↑

MOTA↑

IDF1↑

60.6
61.7
66.6

81.3
81.3
81.3

45.4
47.0
54.7

91.6
92.2
92.3

61.6
65.3
71.4

Table 2: The top-3 teams in the ECCV 2022 Group Dance
nate a track. We design our track management based on
Challenge. The data rendered in Bold and Underlined indicate
the mainstream solution introduced by SORT [2]. It inithe best and second best results respectively.
tializes tracks from unmatched detections, applies the alive
Ranking Team Name
HOTA↑ DetA↑ AssA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑
tracks to match new detections, and terminates a track when
it has not been matched for a given amount of frames (i.e.,
1st place mfv
73.4
83.7 64.4
92.1
76.0
2nd place C-BIoU (Ours) 66.6
81.3 54.7
92.3
71.4
max age). Two BIoUs, which respectively equip small and
3rd place ymzis69
64.6
82.5 50.7
92.3
64.5
large buffers, are grouped into a cascaded matching. First,
we match alive
tracks and detections with the BIoU that
  \label {eq:app} \scalebox {0.85}{ \begin {math} \begin {aligned} \nonumber \mathcal {D}_{k1,k2} = &\\ &\left \{\begin {matrix} inf, ~~~~~~if~ \Pi _{k1} \cap \Pi _{k2}\neq \varnothing \\ \frac {1}{N_{k1}N_{k2}} \sum _{i \in \Pi _{k1}} \sum _{j \in \Pi _{k2}} \big (1-\frac {f^{k1}_{i}f^{k2}_{j}}{\left \| f^{k1}_{i}\right \| \left \| f^{k2}_{j}\right \|} \big ), otherwise \end {matrix}\right . \end {aligned} \end {math}} 
Table 3: Ablation experiments on the DanceTrack validahas a small buffer (i.e., b1 ). Then, we continue to match
tion set [10]. Where “C.M.” and “Mo.” represent the cascaded
unmatched tracks and detections with the BIoU that has a
matching and motion estimation, respectively. We remove the
large buffer (i.e., b2 ). For the motion estimation, we simply
cascaded matching and motion estimation in Fig. 2 to construct
average the speeds of recent frames to quickly respond to
a unified framework for the IoU, GIoU [9], DIoU [14], and
unpredictable motion changes.
BIoU.

2.2. Offline Refinement

Tracker

Due to the occlusion, some long-term tracklets could be
broken down by only referring to geometry features. To recover long-term tracklets, we employed an offline tracking
with appearance features. We utilized Strong ReID [7] to
obtain appearance feature. To initialize the re-id model, we
utilized the DanceTrack training set. To include the tracking labels in our re-id training, we took a self-supervised
learning method introduced by ReMOTS [12]. Referring to
tracking ID, in each video, we construct triplets and only
apply triplet loss to them.
After the training, we generated appearance features for
each short-term tracklets obtained from the previous step.
Within a video, we formed a distance matrix D between
short-term tracklets as

C.M. Mo. HOTA↑ DetA↑ AssA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑

DanceTrack Validation Set [10].
IoU Tracker
✗
✗
GIoU Tracker
✗
✗
DIoU Tracker
✗
✗
BIoU Tracker
✗
✗
C-BIoU Tracker
✓
✗
C-BIoU Tracker ✓
✓

Using Oracle Detections.
76.6 97.5 60.2 99.2
77.1 97.6 60.9 99.2
75.1 97.0 58.2 99.2
80.0 97.5 65.7 99.3
80.2 97.5 65.9 99.3
81.7 97.6 68.4 99.3

73.6
74.0
72.9
78.2
79.3
80.5

trained by OC-SORT [3] to perform the detection without any fine tuning, our DetA score (i.e., detection performance) is worse than other teams, which further affects our
HOTA, AssA and IDF1 scores. We assume that our tracking performance could be improved if strong detections are
provided.

3.2. Ablation Experiments
3.2.1 Effect of Each Module in the C-BIoU Tracker
Table 3 shows the influence of each module in our C-BIoU
tracker. Using the same framework, the tracker equipped
with BIoU achieves a higher HOTA score than other trackers equipped with IoU, GIoU [9], or DIoU [14]. Although
the GIoU and DIoU can incorporate non-overlapping boxes
for geometric consistency measurement, they may not generate comparable results as our BIoU does. Integrating cascaded matching and BIoU can slightly improve the performance as compared to using BIoU alone, with a HOTA gain
of 0.2. According to the results, motion estimation plays an
important role in our C-BIoU tracker. Since our BIoU can
compensate the matching space for incorrect motion estimation, using a simple motion estimation (i.e., averaging
previous motions) yields better HOTA scores than that without using motion estimation.

where for tracklets Tk1 and Tk2 , Dk1,k2 is their distance;
Πk1 and Πk2 are their temporal ranges; fik1 and fjk2 are
their appearance features at frame i and j, and Nk1 and Nk2
are the number of observations within the tracklets, respectively.
Based on D, we applied hierarchical clustering to cluster
short-term tracklets to long-term ones.

3. Results
3.1. Challenge Results
We obtained the 2nd place in the ECCV 2022 Group
Dance Challenge (Table 2), and the result details are summerized in Table 1. Since we directly applied the YOLOX
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Figure 4: Results of applying various buffer-scale combinations on the DanceTrack validation set [10]. For buffer scales
b1 and b2 , since we have b1 < b2 , we only check the lower triangle of the combination matrix.

3.2.2 Effect of Buffer Scales in the C-BIoU Tracker
In our C-BIoU tracker, the buffer scales b1 and b2 are critical hyperparameters. Here, we perform ablation studies
to investigate how buffer scales affect the tracking performance. On the DanceTrack validation set [10], we form the
combination of b1 and b2 ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 and evaluate their tracking performance. Since we have b1 < b2 , we
only need to check 21 combinations. As shown in Fig. 4, the
combination of [0.3, 0.4] gives the maximum HOTA score.
In real practice, we perform a similar approach to select the
best combination on the training dataset and apply them to
the test dataset.

4. Conclusion
We present a novel Cascaded-Buffered IoU (C-BIoU)
tracker to track multiple objects that have indistinguishable
appearances and irregular motions. The good performance
of our C-BIoU tracker can be attributed to its buffered
matching space, which mitigates the effect of irregular motions in two aspects: one is to directly match identical but
non-overlapping detections and tracks in adjacent frames,
and the other is to compensate for the motion estimation
bias in the matching space.
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